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sun on its course, and metal-working may have started with
the making of imitation suns in gold; the first bow and arrow
may have ensured victory by symbolically destroying enemies
at a distance; mummification kept the dead king rituaUy
alive, and the kite conveyed his spirit to the sky. There is
some evidence to support all these suggestions, and its cumu-
lative effect strengthens the theory as a whole, the theory,
that is, that civilization originated in ritual, though of course
a great deal more evidence would be required to establish
it. Alternative theories have no evidence to support them
at all.
Any such theory will of course be rejected out of hand by
the rationalizers, who are to-day the curse of sociology, as
their predecessors were of biology.
'Natural historians a century ago7, says Savory {Mechan-
istic Biology and Animal Behaviaw, p. 6), 'told us what
they saw an animal do, and they confidently added a state-
ment of its purpose and a description of the state of mind
in which it undertook the action in question. The ^nrnial
was treated exactly as if it were a low-grade human being,
conscious of its needs, and trying as best it could to achieve
its ends.*
He goes on to show that until this attitude was
no scientific study of animal behaviour was possible.
Sociologists of to-day adopt exactly the same attitude as
the naturalists of a century ago.  They omfidentiy attribute
to the inventors of the bow and arrow a state of mind similar
to their own.  They are so completely devoid of
that they cannot conceive any one acting otherwise
would act in like drciunsta&oes.  The fed: that
quite inconsistent with the ideas of the twentieth
human sacrifice, for example, are among die
and pei^istaat features of human ccdton^        flot

